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Abstract
Graphs with interfaces are a simple and intuitive tool for allowing a graph G to interact with the environ-
ment, by equipping it with two morphisms J → G, I → G. These “handles” were used to deﬁne graphical
operators, and to provide an inductive presentation of graph rewriting. A main feature of graphs with
interfaces is their characterization as terms of a free algebra. So far, this was possible only with discrete
interfaces, i.e., containing no edge. This note shows that a similar free construction can be performed also
with disconnected interfaces, i.e., containing only nodes connected to at most one edge.
Keywords: Algebraic presentation of graphs, disconnected graphs, DPO approach, parallel derivations.
1 Introduction
Graphs with interfaces equip a (hyper-)graph G with morphisms j : J → G, i :
I → G representing the possible interactions of G with the environment. Indeed,
these “handles” were used for deﬁning graphical operators, and exploited for the
encoding of process calculi (see e.g. [5] and the references therein) or for providing
an inductive presentation of algebraic graph rewriting, notably the DPO approach
(see e.g. [1] and the references therein).
Graphs with interfaces have an obvious correspondence with the categorical no-
tion of cospan. As such, they have been often considered as a suitable domain for
system speciﬁcation, e.g. in the work of Walters and others [8]. Most recently,
it has been at the basis of the borrowed context mechanism [4,11] for equipping
graph transformations with a suitable labelled transition system semantics. Also
the search for algebraic correspondences between (some sort of) graphs with inter-
faces and (suitable variants of) monoidal categories –meaning to look for a term-
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like presentation of such graphical structures– has been often pursued in categorical
terms. This research has quite a long history, at least from the mid-Eighties work
of S¸tefa˘nescu of others (see the overview oﬀered in [13], and again the references
in [1,2]). A recent survey [12] by Selinger oﬀers a concise, yet wide-ranging and
uniform illustration of the literature about graphical languages for monoidal cate-
gories.
Let us for example take into account the case of possibly cyclic (hyper-)graphs.
Quite roughly, adopting a graph transformation jargon, the key reasoning under-
lying the connection between graphs and categories is plainly told. Consider a
signature Σ as a graph (sorts are nodes, operators are edges) and focus on the
graphs typed over it, i.e., where nodes (edges) are labelled by sorts (operators,
respectively): any such graph with discrete interfaces (i.e., such that I, J are just
sets of nodes) is uniquely characterized by an arrow of a suitable monoidal category,
(almost) freely generated from Σ. See among others [6].
As we wrote, this characterisation allows for providing an inductive presentation
of DPO rewriting, and it can be specialised to structures other than graphs (such
as e.g. term graphs). However, the restriction to discrete interfaces is unfortunate,
since it boils down to have rewriting rules with no “read only” component, thus for-
bidding to properly recast in the algebraic framework the results about parallelism
for DPO rewriting.
In this note it is shown how, starting from a type graph U , to deﬁne a unary
signature ΣU where the arrows of a suitable dgs-monoidal category DGS(ΣU ) cor-
respond to graphs, typed over U , with disconnected interfaces, i.e., such that the
nodes in I, J are connected to at most one edge. The move from discrete to dis-
connected interfaces is a pivotal one, since all the concurrency features of the DPO
approach are now preserved.
The note is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the basic notions concerning
typed graphs with interfaces; while Section 3 performs the same task concerning
dgs-monoidal categories, illustrating their correspondence with graphs with dis-
crete interfaces. Section 4 presents the main remarks about discrete and discon-
nected graphs; while Section 5 shows some preliminary results on disconnected DPO
rewriting. The ﬁnal Section 6 wraps up this note, oﬀering some further pointers to
the literature.
2 Graphs and Graphs with interfaces
This section presents some basic deﬁnitions concerning (hyper-)graphs, typed
graphs and graphs with interfaces, as well as recalling two operators on graphs
with interfaces.
2.1 Typed graphs
We now present the basic notions concerning typed graphs, as discussed e.g. in [3].
Deﬁnition 2.1 (graphs) A graph is a four-tuple 〈N,E, s, t〉 where N is the set of
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nodes, E is the set of edges and s, t : E → N∗ are the source and target functions.
From now on we denote the components of a graph G by NG, EG, sG and tG;
moreover, for a list S we denote by |S | its underlying set.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (two classes of graphs) A graph G is discrete if the set EG of
edges is empty; it is disconnected if s(e) and t(e) contain no repeated elements and
|s(e) | ∩ | t(e′) |=|s(e) | ∩ |s(e′) |=| t(e) | ∩ | t(e′) |= ∅ for all edges e, e′ ∈ EG.
A discrete graph is often going to be presented as just a set.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (graph morphisms) Let G,G′ be graphs. A graph morphism f :
G → G′ is a pair of functions 〈fN , fE〉 such that fN : NG → NG′, fE : EG → EG′
and they preserve the source and target functions, i.e., fN ◦ sG = sG′ ◦ fE and
fN ◦ tG = tG′ ◦ fE.
The category of graphs is denoted by Graph, and similarly for its full sub-
categories DGraph and IGraph of disconnected and discrete graphs, respectively.
We now give the deﬁnition of typed graph: it can be concisely described as a
graph labelled over a structure that is itself a graph.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (typed graphs and their morphisms) Let T be a graph. A
typed graph G over T is a graph |G| with a graph morphism τG : |G| → T .
Let G,G′ be typed graphs over T . A typed graph morphism f : G → G′ is a graph
morphism f : |G| → |G′| consistent with the typing, i.e., such that τG = τG′ ◦ f .
The category of graphs typed over T is denoted by T -Graph, and similarly for
the variants T -DGraph and T -IGraph. In the following, we assume a ﬁxed type
graph T .
2.2 Graphs with interfaces
We are going to need operations to compose graphs. So, we equip typed graphs
with suitable “handles” for interacting with an environment, referring to e.g. [1] for
an introduction.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (graphs with interfaces and their morphisms) Let J,K be
typed graphs. A graph with input interface J and output interface K is a triple
G = 〈j,G, k〉, for G a typed graph and j : J → G and k : K → G the input and
output typed graph morphisms.
Let G,G′ be graphs with the same interface. An interface graph morphism f :
G⇒ G′ is a typed graph morphism f : G → G′ between the underlying typed graphs
that preserves the input and output morphisms.
We denote a graph with input interface J and output interface K by J
j−→ G k←
K. It is disconnected (discrete) if its interfaces J and K are so. With an abuse of
notation, in the following we refer to the items belonging to the image of the input
(output) morphism as inputs (outputs, respectively).
In the categorical literature, a graph with interfaces is just what is called a
cospan. Indeed, the two binary operators on graphs that we introduce below are
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motivated by the characterisation of cospans as a suitable monoidal category. We
use the graph-inspired terminology since it is more consistent with the development
of the following sections.
In order to properly deﬁne the operators, though, we need to enforce two con-
straints. First of all, we assume that a choice for the disjoint union of graphs is ﬁxed
(or, equivalently, that the categorical coproduct in Graph is chosen). Moreover, we
refer implicitly to a graph with interfaces as the representative of its isomorphism
class, sometimes denoting the class of isomorphic graphs and its components by the
same symbol.
Deﬁnition 2.6 (sequential and parallel composition) Let G = J
j−→ G k← K
and G′ = K j
′
−→ G′ k′← I be graphs with interfaces. Their sequential composition is
the graph with interfaces G ;G′ = J j
′′
−→ G′′ k′′← I, for G′′ the pushout in Graph of
the arrows K k−→ G and K j
′
−→ G′, and j′′ and k′′ the uniquely induced arrows.
Let G = J
j−→ G k← K and G′ = J ′ j
′
−→ G′ k′← K ′ be graphs with interfaces. Their
parallel composition is the graph with interfaces G ⊗ G′ = (J unionmulti J ′) j
′′
−→ G unionmulti G′ k′′←
(K unionmultiK ′), for unionmulti is the disjoint union in Graph, and j′′ and k′′ the uniquely induced
arrows.
Intuitively, the sequential composition G ;G′ is obtained by taking the disjoint
union of the graphs underlying G and G′, and gluing the outputs of G with the corre-
sponding inputs of G′ (possibly modulo some further item coalescing). The parallel
composition G ⊗ G′ is instead obtained by simply taking the disjoint union of the
graphs underlying G and G′. Note that both operations are deﬁned on “concrete”
graphs. However, their results do not depend on the choice of the representatives
of their isomorphism classes.
Note that the sequential and parallel composition introduced in Deﬁnition 2.6
corresponds to the standard composition in the category Cospan(T -Graph), and to
a monoidal operator in that category, respectively. Indeed, exploiting the operators
above, the (isomorphic classes of) T -typed graphs with interfaces form a symmetric
monoidal category, denoted by F (T -Graph); and similarly for its full sub-categories
D(T -Graph) and I(T -Graph) of T -typed graphs with disconnected and discrete
interfaces, respectively. For details about the monoidal structure of the category,
we refer to e.g. [2, Appendix].
3 Categories with a DGS-Monoidal Structure
This section recalls the deﬁnition of dgs-monoidal category, and states the corre-
spondence between the arrows of a dgs-monoidal category and typed graphs with
interfaces.
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3.1 A class of monoidal categories
Deﬁnition 3.1 (DGS-Monoidal categories) A (strict) gs-monoidal category C
is a six-tuple 〈C0,⊗, e, ρ,∇, !〉 such that 〈C0,⊗, e, ρ〉 is a symmetric strict monoidal
category and !a : a → e, ∇a : a → a⊗a are two families of arrows (indexed by objects
a ∈ C0) satisfying !e = ∇e = ide, the coherence axioms
∇a; (∇a ⊗ ida) = ∇a; (ida ⊗∇a) ∇a; (ida⊗!a) = ida ∇a; ρa,a = ∇a
and the monoidality axioms
∇a⊗b; (ida ⊗ ρb,a ⊗ idb) = ∇a ⊗∇b !a⊗!b =!a⊗b
A (strict) dgs-monoidal category C is an eight-tuple 〈C0,⊗, e, ρ,∇, !,Δ, ?〉 such
that both six-tuples 〈C0,⊗, e, ρ,∇, !〉 and 〈Cop0 ,⊗, e, ρ,Δop, ?op〉 are gs-monoidal cat-
egories 2 satisfying the partition axioms
∇a; Δa = ida Δa;∇a = (∇a ⊗ ida); (ida ⊗Δa)
A gs-monoidal functor 〈F, φ, φe〉 : C → C′ is a symmetric monoidal functor
(that is, a functor F equipped with two natural isomorphisms φe : F (e) → e′ and
φ : F (a ⊗ b) → F (a) ⊗′ F (b)) such that F (!a);φe =!′F (a) and F (∇a);φ = ∇′F (a);
similarly for dgs-monoidal functors, additionally preserving Δ and ?. The category
of (strict) dgs-monoidal categories and their functors is denoted by DGS.
Mimicking the correspondence between terms and trees, arrows of a free gs-
monoidal category correspond to acyclic term graphs (among other venues, see
e.g. [1]) and arrows of a free dgs-monoidal category correspond to graphs (see
e.g. [6]): in the same way as terms over a signature are represented by arrows
of its free algebraic theory. As an example, the lack of naturality of morphisms ∇
(i.e., of axioms s;∇ = ∇; (s ⊗ s)) allows for the distinction between the sharing of
a term and the occurrence of two copies of it.
Now, let us consider again the category of graphs with (discrete/disconnected)
interfaces: it is actually dgs-monoidal. Indeed, for each interface X, the morphism
∇X is represented by the triple 〈X,X,X unionmulti X〉, and the obvious arrows; the mor-
phism !X is represented by the triple 〈X, ∅, ∅〉; and symmetrically for ΔX and ?X .
The monoidal structure is not strict, since the parallel composition is e.g. not
associative. Now, by abuse of notation, we let F (T -Graph) (D(T -Graph) and
I(T -Graph)) denote also the monoidal category of graphs with (disconnected and
discrete, respectively) interfaces, typed over T , with the additional (non strict)
dgs-monoidal structure outlined above.
2 Cop0 denotes the dual category of C0, obtained inverting the direction of the arrows, including the families
Δop and ?op.
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3.2 Algebras and categories
We now formally state the correspondence between graphs and dgs-monoidal cate-
gories. In diﬀerent disguises, that result have been often proved, presumably start-
ing from the work by S¸tefa˘nescu in the Eighties. We just refer to [1,6] for the precise
use of the terminology.
Deﬁnition 3.2 ((generalized) signature) A (generalized) signature Σ = 〈S,O〉
is a set S of sorts, and a family O =
⊎
σ,σ′∈S Oσ,σ′ of operators, for σ, σ
′ ∈ S∗.
In other words, for us a (generalized) signature is nothing more than a (hyper-
)graph: sorts are nodes, and operators o ∈ Oσ,σ′ are edges with source and target
the tuples s(o) = σ and t(o) = σ′, respectively. We are then going to use the two
terms interchangeably.
Consider now the free construction associating to a unary signature Σ (i.e., such
that σ, σ′ ∈ S) a dgs-monoidal category DGS(Σ): its objects are tuples of sorts,
and its arrows are inductively generated, associating to each operator o ∈ Σs,s′ an
arrow o : s → s′, and closing with respect to the axioms and additional arrows
required in Deﬁnition 3.1.
Proposition 3.3 Let Σ be a unary signature, and let DGS(Σ) be the free dgs-
monoidal category over Σ. Then, there exists a full and faithful dgs-monoidal functor
from DGS(Σ) to the category I(Σ-Graph) of Σ-typed graphs with discrete inter-
faces.
The result above implies that arrows of DGS(Σ) are in bijective correspondence
with Σ-typed graphs with discrete interfaces, as long as a choice of the interfaces is
made (meaning that canonical representatives for isomorphic disconnected interfaces
are chosen). Most importantly, the proposition states that the isomorphism of these
graphs can be recast in equational terms, and thus veriﬁed by using the laws holding
for dgs-monoidal categories.
3.3 A most basic example
In order to help visualising the correspondence stated in Proposition 3.3 above,
consider the graphs depicted in Fig. 1: they are typed over the type graph TE
containing just two edges, labelled g and f , and three diﬀerent nodes, labelled X,
Y , and Z.
Nodes are denoted by their sort. Moreover, nodes in the input (output) interface
are denoted by circling them with a dotted (solid, respectively) circle: it might be
restrictive (a node might occur twice in an interface), but for this simple example
will do. Finally, edges are boxes with an entering tentacle (from the source) and a
leaving tentacle (to the target).
X 


 g  Y  f  	Z
g  Y  f

X  g  Y 


 f  	Z
f

X 


 g  Y 


 f  	Z
g

f

Fig. 1. Graphs with discrete interfaces F1, F2, and F3.
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For example, graph F1 contains four nodes and four edges. The node labelled
X is an input node, while Z is an output node. Edges are labelled by boxing their
type: the two edges in F1 labelled f have an outgoing tentacle to the node labelled
Z, and an incoming tentacle from two diﬀerent nodes, both labelled Y .
Considered as a signature, TE contains three sorts, {X,Y, Z}; and two operators
g ∈ OX,Y and f ∈ OY,Z . 3 Now, graphs F1 and F2 are the graphical counterparts of
the arrows ∇X ; (g ⊗ g); (f ⊗ f);ΔZ and g;∇Y ; (f ⊗ f);ΔZ , respectively, belonging
to hom-set DGS(Σ)[X,Z]. They are clearly not isomorphic, the obvious diﬀerence
being the duplication (or lack thereof) of the sub-graph containing the edge g in F2.
This diﬀerence is mirrored by the fact that ∇ is not a family of natural transforma-
tions, so g;∇Y is not the same as ∇X ; (g⊗g). Similarly, graph F3 is the counterpart
of ∇X ; (g ⊗ g);ΔY ;∇Y ; (f ⊗ f);ΔZ , and it diﬀers from F1 and F2 for the amount
of sharing of the node Y .
4 An Algebra of Disconnected Graphs
In the previous section we recalled a basic, well-known result concerning graphs
with discrete interfaces. We now plan to show how that result can be lifted in order
to capture also disconnected interfaces, rounding the section with a simple example.
4.1 From graphs to unary signatures
This section presents the remark motivating the paper, relating disconnected graphs
over a type T with free algebras for a derived signature ΣT .
Deﬁnition 4.1 (graph signature) Let G be a graph. The unary signature ΣG
associated to G has S = EG unionmultiNG as the set of sorts, and O =
⊎
e∈EG,n∈NG Oe,n as
the family of operators, for si ∈ Oe,n (tj ∈ Oe,n) if the i-th element of the list s(e)
is n (the j-th element of the list t(e) is n, respectively).
In other words, the set of sorts is given by the disjoint union of the sets of
edges and nodes; while the unary operators mimic the source and target functions
of the graph. The solution is indeed old-fashioned: it corresponds to the standard
construction of a bipartite graph with unary edges only from an hyper-graph.
Proposition 4.2 (algebras for disconnected graphs) The category T -Graph
of T -typed graphs is isomorphic to the category AlgΣT of algebras over ΣT ; more-
over, its full sub-category T -DGraph of T -typed disconnected graphs is isomorphic
to the full sub-category of AlgΣT of the free algebras over ΣT .
The proof is straightforward. Indeed, for the full categories T -Graph and AlgΣT
it is well-known, motivating the interest in unary algebras of e.g. the graph rewriting
community. The disconnected case is also easy, since only the sets of edges and nodes
are relevant. It has been probably overlooked, since there has been so far little use
for such graphs.
3 Diﬀerently from graph rewriting tradition, tentacle direction adopts a “data ﬂow” view instead of a
“control ﬂow” one.
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The result below is now a consequence of Propositions 3.3 and Proposition 4.2.
Corollary 4.3 Let DGS(ΣT ) be the free dgs-monoidal category over ΣT . Then,
there exists a full and faithful dgs-monoidal functor from DGS(ΣT ) to the category
D(T -Graph) of T -typed graphs with disconnected interfaces.
4.2 Another most basic example
We now address in some detail a very basic example: indeed, the most basic of all
of them.
Let us consider the type graph U in Figure 2. It has a unique node, N , and a
unique edge, E, and clearly s(E) = t(E) = N . As a signature, it just contains a
sort N and an operator E ∈ ON,N . The algebras over U are not that interesting.
Basically, these are simple graphs (i.e., such that there exists at most one edge
between two nodes) additionally verifying that there is exactly one tentacle leaving
from each node. Instead, the graphs typed over U are exactly the standard graphs,
and the discrete ones are just sets of nodes. As for disconnected graphs, up-to
isomorphism they might be simply presented just as a set of edges and a set of
isolated nodes.
Consider now ΣU , depicted as a graph on the right of Figure 2: it has two
nodes/sorts, namely {E,N}, and two edges/operators, s1, t1 ∈ OE,N ; and let G be
the U -typed graph on the left of Figure 3 (with respect to Figure 1, for the sake
of clarity the items are indexed). The algebra over ΣU corresponding to G has
XE = {E1, E2, E3} and XN = {N1, N2, N3, N4} as the sets of sorts E and N in the
carrier, respectively. Also the operators are intuitively given, with s1(Ei) = N1 and
t1(Ei) = Ni for i = 1, 2, 3.
What is noteworthy is that a disconnected graph is isomorphic to the algebra
over ΣU freely generated from its underlying sets of edges and isolated nodes. Con-
sider e.g. the disconnected graph d(G) on the right of Figure 3: it corresponds to
the free algebra over ΣU with (sorted) sets of variables XE and XN . Indeed, it is a
sort of disconnected variant of G, as it is made formal in Deﬁnition 5.6.
E
N
 s1
E

		
N
t1

Fig. 2. The type graph U (left) and the associated unary signature ΣU , as a graph (right).
E1
N1





E2 N2
E3



N3 N4
s1(E1)  E1  t1(E1)
N1 s1(E3)



s1(E2)  E2  t1(E2) N2
E3



N3 t1(E3) N4
Fig. 3. A U-typed graph G (left) and its disconnected variant d(G) (right).
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5 Disconnected Graph Rewriting
It is now the turn to consider graph rewriting, showing how the use of disconnected
rules still allows for capturing the concurrency features of the framework.
5.1 Some basics of DPO rewriting
In this section we introduce the basic deﬁnitions for the DPO approach to the
rewriting of typed (hyper-)graphs [3] and graphs with interfaces.
Deﬁnition 5.1 (production) A T -typed graph production p : (L l←− K r−→ R)
is a production name p and a pair of graph morphisms l : K → L, r : K → R in
T -Graph.
Note that we do not assume that the left-hand side morphism l is injective in
T -Graph. We say that a production is disconnected (discrete) if the intermediate
graph K is so.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (derivation) Let p : (L l←− K r−→ R) be a T -typed graph pro-
duction and G a T -typed graph. A match of p in G is a morphism mL : L → G.
A direct derivation from G to H via production p and match mL is a diagram as
depicted in Figure 4, where (1) and (2) are pushouts in T -Graph. We denote this
derivation by p/m : G =⇒ H, for m = 〈mL,mK ,mR〉, or simply by G =⇒ H.
Lp :
mL



(1)
K
r l
mK



(2)
R
mR



G D r∗

l∗
 H
Fig. 4. A direct derivation.
Before giving the deﬁnition of derivation between graphs with interfaces, we
need to introduce the notion of track relation.
Deﬁnition 5.3 (track relation) Let p be a graph production and let p/m : G =⇒
H be a direct derivation, as in Figure 4. Then, the track relation tr(p/m) associated
with the derivation is the pair of relations (on graphs and nodes) given by r∗◦(l∗)−1 :
G → H.
Let p/m : G =⇒ H be a direct derivation and let F be a sub-graph of G. Then,
the track relation tr(p/m) is functional on F if its restriction tr(p/m)|F : F → H
to the items of F actually induces a graph morphism.
Whenever it is functional, the track relation identiﬁes the single items before and
after a derivation. It is then used to enforce the preservation of interfaces during a
derivation.
Deﬁnition 5.4 (derivation between graphs with interfaces) Let G = J
j−→
G
k←− K and H = J j
′
−→ H k′←− K be graphs with interfaces, and let p/m : G =⇒ H
be a direct derivation such that the track relation tr(p/m) is functional on j(J) and
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k(K). We say that p/m : G =⇒ H is a direct derivation between graphs with
interfaces if j′ = tr(p/m) ◦ j and k′ = tr(p/m) ◦ k.
Thus, intuitively, a derivation between graphs with interfaces is a direct deriva-
tion between the underlying graphs, such that inputs and outputs are preserved.
Finally, we can discuss about the independence of consecutive steps.
Deﬁnition 5.5 (sequential independence) Let p1/m1 : G =⇒ H and p2/m2 :
H =⇒ I be two direct derivations as in Figure 5. Then, these derivations are
sequentially independent if there exist two graph morphisms i1 : R1 → D2 and
i2 : L2 → D1 such that l∗2 ◦ i1 = mR1 and r∗1 ◦ i2 = mL2.
5.2 On disconnected derivations
It is well-known that, from the point of view of reachability, restricting the attention
to discrete productions does not imply losing any generality. This is not the case
anymore from the point of view of concurrency, since the items of the intermediate
graph represent those items that are preserved (that is, read but not consumed)
during a derivation.
Deﬁnition 5.6 (disconnecting graphs) Let G be a T -typed graph. Its discon-
nected variant d(G) is the disconnected graph associated to the free algebra in ΣT
generated by the sets of edges and nodes of G.
The deﬁnition is well-given, since an algebra in ΣT uniquely identiﬁes a T -typed
graph. So, for a T -typed graph G we denote by dG : d(G) → G the obvious graph
morphism.
Deﬁnition 5.7 (disconnecting interfaces and productions) Let G = J
j−→
G
k←− K be a graph with interfaces. Then, its disconnected variant is the graph
with disconnected interfaces d(G) = d(J)
j◦dJ−→ G k◦dK←− d(K).
Let p : (L l←− K r−→ R) be a T -typed production. Then, its disconnected variant
is the disconnected production d(p) : (L l◦dK←− d(K) r◦dK−→ R).
So, we can obtain from either a graph or a production a disconnected one, and,
most importantly, the same occurs for derivations.
Lemma 5.8 Let p be a graph production and let p/m : G =⇒ H be a direct deriva-
tion, as in Figure 4. Then there is a direct derivation d(p)/d(m) : G =⇒ H with
production d(p) and match d(m) = 〈mL,mK ◦ dK ,mr〉.
The proof of the result above is easily recovered by looking at Figure 6. The
derivation d(p)/d(m) is called the disconnected variant of p/m, and denoted as
d(p/m).
Corollary 5.9 Let p be a graph production and let p/m : G =⇒ H be a direct
derivation between graphs with interfaces. Then there is a direct derivation between
graphs with interfaces d(p/m) : d(G) =⇒ d(H).
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L1
mL1



K1
l1 r1 
mK1



R1
mR1


 
L2
mL2


K2
l2 r2 
mK2



R2
mR2



G D1
l∗1

r∗1
H D2
l∗2

r∗2
 I
Fig. 5. Sequential independence for p1/mL1 : G =⇒ H and p2/mL2 : H =⇒ I.
Ld(p) :
idL



d(K) r◦d l◦d
dK



R
idR



L
mL



K
r l
mK



R
mR



G D r∗

l∗
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Fig. 6. Disconnected variant of a direct derivation.
The only important remark is to note that tr(p/m) and tr(d(p/m)) clearly
coincide, and moreover that the image of J (of K) of a graph with interfaces
J −→ G ←− K characterizes the same sub-graph of G as the image of the in-
terface d(J) (of the interface d(K), respectively) of its disconnected variant, since
dJ (dK , respectively) is surjective.
Please note that more direct derivations can be performed by d(p) than by p.
However, the former class could be suitably restrained: chosen a match mL, a one-
to-one correspondence could be obtained, for example by considering only those
derivations obtained via the so-called natural pushout complement. We refer the
reader to [7, Section 3].
From our point of view, it suﬃces to state the result below.
Proposition 5.10 (disconnection preserves independence) Let p1/m1 :
G =⇒ H and p2/m2 : H =⇒ I be two direct derivations as in Figure 5. Then, these
derivations are sequentially independent if and only if d(p1/m1) and d(p2/m2) are
so.
6 Conclusions and Further Works
The core of this note is Section 4: it presents the main remarks about the corre-
spondence between discrete and disconnected graphs, showing how to build from a
type graph T a category of algebras representing T -typed disconnected graphs. The
construction of ΣT recalls the presentation of hyper-graphs as bipartite graphs. As
a paradigmatic example, we focused on graphs typed over a signature U with sort
N and unary operator E ∈ ON,N , corresponding to standard graphs: each graph
is identiﬁed by an algebra over the signature ΣU , with sorts E,N and operators
s1, t1 : E → N ; and graphs with disconnected interfaces, typed over U , are uniquely
characterized by the arrows of DGS(ΣU ).
Related to this, Section 5 discusses preliminary results concerning DPO rewrit-
ing with disconnected rules. Disconnected graphs are relevant from the point of
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view of graph rewriting, since they allow for an inductive presentation of the direct
derivations obtained via the DPO approach, yet preserving all its concurrency fea-
tures. While the latter issue is discussed with some details in Section 5, we do not
tackle the former, and we refer the reader to [6] and especially [7]. Indeed, discon-
nected graphs were ﬁrst studied there, and the present paper can be considered as a
reformulation and generalization (to hyper graphs) of some of the results occurring
there, partly ﬁltered through some remarks in [10].
Indeed, there have been a lot of inspiring works before, even if I sparsely quote
other papers here. I apologize in advance, and refer the reader to the references
contained in the few items occurring in the bibliography below. Note however that
even the same name of dgs-monoidal categories is the variant we currently adopt,
and equivalent structures occurred in diﬀerent disguises in the literature since some
time, as e.g. commutative separable algebras [10] or as an instance of (collapsed,
with a∗ = a) compact closed categories [12].
We would like to further investigate the properties of DGS(ΣU ), in the light
of the use of adhesive categories as a framework for the generalization of DPO
rewriting [9], and possibly for including concurrency in labels distilled using the
borrowed context mechanism.
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